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The EHIN Conference took place in Oslo Spektrum this
year. It gathered more than 1200 guests. The core of the
conference was the common area with booths and live
presentations of solutions. The sessions on different
topics took place around the ”core” in 8 different rooms
and locations. Due to the overlap of the sessions, it was
almost impossible to visit all of them. So
Helseplattformen, En inbygger en journal (EIEJ) and
Integration of solutions – were the main topics that I
prioritised. But first, I want to tell you about the opening
plenum.

DAY 1
The opening plenum gathered the Health Minister Bent
Høie and others, who had different presentations, but one main idea in common: patients
should have more power to contribute, access, move and get high-quality health care services
from a more digitalised, secure and reliable healthcare industry.
The first session I attended was “Fremtidens pasienter”. There I have got to know that patients
can’t wait for big and small companies to talk to each other. They start to hack their solutions
and create integrated ecosystems of medical devices and self-management tools for chronic
diseases like diabetes.

Aging and physical activity also become trendy and elderly people more actively use
technologies to move more, making rehabilitation process and their lives better. Home
becomes a clinic, so elderly people don’t have leave their houses and flats and at the end have
a better quality of life. Technology made it possible.
The second one was “EPJ, det nye økosystemet”. DIPS have presented their future solution for
Patient Journal, called DIPS Arena. I saw the huge improvement compared with the older
system: use of archtypes, more structured information, flexible modules, better design and
ability for hospitals to create apps and modules reflecting their particular needs. Last, but not
least, finally the data from EPJ can be used for researchers without big difficulties.
Emil Peters, president of Cerner Global, talked about the Development Millenium Platform. It
is OpenSource and allows to create apps on based on Cerner’s technologies. APIs start to
transform industries and healthcare is also included. I managed to ask a question to Emil and
then have been stopped by the representatives of the company and even talk to Emil himself.
Helseplattformen seems to have some progress in development, presenting several
alternatives in architecture of integration with other solutions in different Norwegian Health
Regions. This project is, however, a dark wood for me. It has just obtained the status
“utprøvings-program” and all stakeholders now discuss the possible development of the
project in the future.
The last session of the first day was “Forskning: Kunnskapbasis for nasjonale e-helseløsninger”.
This session brought more information on how the research in ehealth should be done, how it
is different from general research approaches and what points SHOULD certainly be taken into
account. The method can be qualitative, qualitative or mixed. It all depends on the research
question, hypothesis, costs, time frame, data available. This information was extremely useful
for me, because I will start with my master thesis in half a year. Concrete examples of research
were demonstrated, including explanation of every detail reflecting the method, limitations
and results. The topics were: “Digital dialog med fastlege”, “Kjernejournal”, “e-multidose”.
DAY 2
The second day started with me meeting my mentor from Austria, Christian Stark. I will mention
him once again later in the section with non-presentation activities.
The first presenation was done on “Hvordan og hvorfor følgeforske på helseplattformen og
EIEJ”. This session was again devoted to the research, new vision of research called
“Følgeforsning”. Følgeforskning is all about practical research, innovation, improvement
science, implementation studies, collaboration, co-creating and partnerships. And ambitions
and big projects like Helseplattformen and EIEJ will need more researchers, inclusion of
patinets, clinicians and all who are connected to the projects.
Session “Helsehjelp på nye måter” presented 5 different projects: “welfare technologies for
patients with dementia”, “Training games”, “Cystic fibrosis telemedicine program”, “Active
ageing and digital competence”, “eMeistring for mental problems”. All projects were very

interesting, having different approaches and problems being solved. It is fair to say that all of
them prove that technology can help patients, but only with meaningful use of technology. The
latter means including of training, education, integration, smooth operation and continuous
feedback from patients and clinicians.
The last session of day 2 was about Interoperability. I had an honour to listen to Christian Stark,
presenting ELGA system from Austria. It is EIEJ solution from Austria that have been launched
recently and attracts a lot of attention from almost every eHealth company and ministry.
Christian have been my mentor in Austria and I have got to know some facts about ELGA when
the project was in the development phase. Now, I have seen how the idea came to life and I
am very impressed with the results.
Generally, I have got a lot of information from sessions
and can say that each one contributed to my knowledge
on ehealth and telemedicine. I will certainly use this
knowledge in my future. But what is also important, is
that I have got a chance to visit stands and booths, talk to
a lot of different people working in the field of ehealth,
try Microsoft HoloLens in real life (holographic headset)
and have some informal conversations. It is a truly
unbelievable experience and can certainly be used for
training for medical students, better visualisation of ideas
and creating mockups and prototypes in 3D.

I was very satisfied after a talk with Emil Peters from
Cerner. I have got to know more about their Development
Platform, plans for expanding their presence in Norway
and general information on company’s interests
concerning job applicants. I also talked to representatives
from Siemens, CheckWare and DIPS: they have very
interesting projects going on in different sub-fields and on
different patient groups. I have also got to know more
about the thought behind SNOW project from its creator,
Gustav Bellika. Gustav have told us, student, about SNOW
already. But I have used my chance to know more about
the concept and was surprised how much information I
had no clue about, acting the fundamental role in the
mentioned project. So, I have not only listened to
presentations, learned from professors and lecturers, but
was actively involved in a dialogue with a number of

participants of EHIN 2017. I have got several contacts and business cards, QR-codes for contact
info, that could be very useful for my studies, future career and generally development.
EHIN 2017 gave a unique opportunity to learn, expand my visions. Though I felt that I might
have been one of very few students there and expected not to be able to hold conversations
with “sharks” of the industry, I managed to do that successfully. After the conference, I feel
that I have everything to be a better student, better professional and ready to visit the EHIN
conference again next year.

